User Guide for Queclink
Trackers

Introducing our Trackers

Our Queclink trackers use GPS satellites to ascertain their position, and
transmit this information over any available cell network.

●
●
●
●
●
●

If they lose network, the data is buﬀered and transmitted at the ﬁrst
possible opportunity
Accuracy is up to 2.5 meters
Weight ~95 grams, dimensions 40mm x 27mm x 78mm
They function between -4 and +131°F
When idle, the tracker goes into standby to save battery. Its motion
detector allows it to wake up when movement is detected
They have a “function” button on the front that is programmable but
usually disabled for most events
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Turning the Tracker On

To turn the tracker on, hold down the recessed button at the top of the
unit.

If you’re pressing the button correctly, it shouldn't take more than ﬁve
seconds for the tracker to boot up. The red power light will ﬂash once when
it turns on, while the green and blue lights will ﬂash constantly.
Once the tracker is booted up, it will begin looking for a GPS and cell signal,
with the blue and green lights ﬂashing to indicate this. Once it has
successfully ﬁxed its position, the (blue) GPS light will turn oﬀ and the
(green) network light will continue to slowly ﬂash.
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Turning the Tracker Oﬀ

To turn the tracker oﬀ, hold down the recessed power button at the top of
the unit. After a few seconds, the red power light will start to ﬂash.
Once the red power light has begun to ﬂash, you can stop pressing the
power button. Around 10 seconds later, the unit will power down and the
red, green and blue lights will all switch oﬀ.
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Charging the Tracker

To charge the tracker, you will need a USB-C or mini USB cable.
Lift the rubber cap oﬀ the USB port and plug in the cable.
Whether the tracker was on or oﬀ, it will turn on when you connect it to the
charging cable. The red, green and blue lights will all ﬂash whilst it is
charging.
Once the red light has stopped ﬂashing, you know it is fully charged (usually
2-3 hours).
A typical charge last around six days when the tracker is pinging every ﬁve
minutes. If the red power light begins ﬂashing slowly then the tracker has
low battery,
After you’ve disconnected the charging cable, make sure you push the
rubber port cover back in properly. Without this cover pushed shut, the
tracker unit is not water resistant (although even with the tab closed, it
should be kept dry as it’s only water resistant not fully waterproof).
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Mounting/Carrying the Tracker

However you choose to carry the tracker, there are a few key things to
consider to make sure it works best:
●
●
●
●
●

Avoid blocking a view of the sky with anything very solid e.g. your frame
Try to position it away from other GPS or mobile devices if possible
It doesn’t matter which way it’s oriented, but it’s often helpful to be able
to see the lights on top
It should be positioned securely to avoid losing it or it working its
way to the bottom of a bag (where signal isn’t great!)
Wherever you place it, please protect it with the plastic sleeve
provided.
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Good Places to Mount the Tracker

On a bike, here are some places that tend to work well for mounting the
tracker:
●
●
●
●
●
●

In a top tube bag
Taped to the top tube (only inside a plastic bag)
Carried in your jersey pocket
In the pocket of a hydration backpack
At the top of a rear bag
In the side pockets of handlebar snack pouches
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Bad Places to Mount the Tracker

It’s quite possible to mount a tracker in one of the places below and have it
work perfectly for an entire event. But, in our experience, these are some of
the places that are most likely to cause problems:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Next to the bottom bracket
Underneath the handlebars, especially if your phone/bike computer is
directly above
At the bottom of any bag
Directly underneath the saddle
In the same pocket as your phone
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Returning the Tracker

Some event directors will collect trackers at the end of an event. However, if
you do need to send a tracker back, then please consider the following:
●
●
●
●

Ensure the tracker is in the same state (i.e., clean and undamaged) as
when you received it
Package and pad the tracker adequately to protect it
Use a tracked shipping service and share the tracking number with us
Using an insured service is highly recommended; please be aware that
the tracker is your responsibility until it arrives back with us. There is a
$200 fee for missing or unreturned trackers.

Please return trackers to:
Follow My Challenge USA
3286 John Bartram Place
Mt. Pleasant, SC 29466

Email:
info@followmychallengeusa.com
Please return trackers within 48 hours of ﬁnishing your event
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Additional Info: Tracker LEDs

LED

Green (Cell)

Blue (GPS)

Red (Power)

State

Meaning

Fast ﬂash

Searching

Slow ﬂash

Network registered

No light

Powered oﬀ

Fast ﬂash

Finding satellites

Slow ﬂash

GPS data error

Solid light

Fully charged (only if cable inserted)

Fast ﬂash

Charging (only if cable inserted)

Fast ﬂash

Powering oﬀ (only after button press)

Fast ﬂash

Error (if no cable inserted or button pressed)

Slow ﬂash

Low power alert
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